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Managing and responding to security threats on a large, publicly accessible
university network can be a daunting task. The toolsets that help provide a
consistent and reliable security stance have developed significantly from basic
network filtering at the router and firewall level. Network intrusion detection
systems (IDS), such as Snort, provide a mechanism to discover possible attacks
and automatically alert security personnel. These systems still require manual
intervention to stop the threat. Once discovered, the appropriate security
personnel must take corrective action. IDS technology represents the first
component in automating the security process.
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The next step beyond the IDS is a network intrusion prevention system (IPS) like
the TippingPoint UnityOne network gear. IPS technology provides automatic
security threat discovery, security alerting, and the capability to limit or block the
threat at the network level. It is this automation of the complete security process
from an IPS that provides a better overall defense to network threats and eases
the
administrator’s
on aFDB5
largeDE3D
open F8B5
network.
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The definition of automation includes the following statement: “automatically
controlled operation of an apparatus, process, or system by mechanical or
electronic devices that take the place of human organs of observation, effort, and
decision.” (Merriam Webster) Automation provides a more consistent, reliable
process than possible with purely human effort. Therefore security process
automation is using systems that replace the human effort in terms of threat
discovery and response. Administrators focus on developing the security stance
of an organization and using tools, such as IDS and IPS, to implement the
required notification and control mechanisms.
An IDS deployment represents an initial step for automation. Using our earlier
definition, an IDS sensor performs observation and decision processes based on
its configuration. The sensor captures network data (observation), applies rules
to determine if the packet represents a threat (decision), and then passes on the
effort component to security staff via logging and alerting.
The area not addressed by IDS is the effort component. An IPS system performs
the observation, decision, and effort. It responds to network threats by a
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combination of rate-limiting network traffic, blocking data at the switch level, or
tearing down the connection.
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This paper considers three security process models within the context of an open
network at a large university. The three models are: manual process, or no
automation support; Snort-based IDS sensors, chosen due to its popularity in a
campus environment; and the TippingPoint UnityOne IPS appliance. A
university network is used for a network model because it has unique properties
and problems that increase the workload required by security administrators and
are not easily solvable by brute force solutions.

University Network
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A large university or college network is difficult for security personnel to manage
threats effectively. Due to the openness inherent in the research and educational
missions of these institutions, a university may not want to tightly control its
network. Few colleges and universities install firewalls at the main entrance
points to their network as a result of this philosophy.
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Another factor is a large resident population. The access controls present in a
business or employee setting may not be appropriate for students housed on a
campus environment. Students view living in a dormitory setting just like being at
home and therefore expect greater latitude in network access, especially if the
college or university requires them to purchase a computer. A large university
may have 20,000 to 30,000 students and 5,000 to 7,000 staff and faculty
members; thus the number of computing nodes active on a network can be great.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Universities and colleges may have high-speed networks to support ongoing
research projects. Many large institutions are connected to both the commodity
Internet as well as Internet2. The bandwidth available on a university network,
combined with the large numbers of computers and the inherent open network
access, can keep a security administrator extremely busy.
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Example University Network
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The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is a good example of a large
university network. The network does not have a firewall at the entry point to the
network. The campus has 26,000 students (UNC-CH Quick Facts), most who
have a personal computer as a part of the Carolina Computing Initiative (UNCCH CCI), and 10,000 supporting faculty and staff members (UNC-CH
Information). The connection to Internet and Internet2 is via an OC-48 (2.5
gigabit per second) interface. Buildings are linked with either switched 100 Fast
Ethernet or Gigabit Ethernet (Hawkins). The fact that the overall network
architecture diagram is freely available over the general network shows the
openness that a large university has. This type of network, combining a large set
of computers, good bandwidth, and little access control, provides a challenging
environment for the security professional.
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Manual Process
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Intrusion detection and prevention systems exist to fill an important need for
security personnel. Security staff had few tools to recognize an active security
threat without an IDS or IPS in the past. A threat would be found after a human
noticed it. For example, a computer might malfunction or the data network would
become unavailable. The administrator would have little data to investigate the
possible cause without IPS capability. Few networks had sufficient logs of past
activity to diagnose an attack that had ceased. A current attack could be
determined after a human read output from a packet analyzer. Very little
automation was available to the network security staff.
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The process to defend against an attack provided little automation as well.
Administrators would develop, test, and deploy filters on network equipment such
as routers and firewalls. These filters are coarse grained in nature, blocking
traffic from a set of source IP addresses and ports. Polymorphic threats easily
evade such a response by just changing the source port. Human error in
deploying filters could cause a significant interruption in network availability.
When the SQL Slammer worm struck, open network could filter out traffic
destined to the suspect ports manually using router access control rules
(Vamosi). However, legitimate access to services over those same ports was
also stopped.
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The staffing needs to handle a large university with an open network without
automation tools would be large. The security staff would constantly have to
monitor packet loggers looking for threat signatures. Network staff would change
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regularly,
thereby
creating new problems within the network. The need to improve the security
process drives the adoption of automation technologies by security
administrators.

Snort
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Snort is a lightweight, cross-platform NIDS based on open source technology.
(Roesch) Snort is typically installed on a UNIX platform, such as GNU/Linux or
BSD derivative, but can be installed on a Windows 2000 system. The software
leverages several open source technologies. It uses libpcap for packet
capture. Event logs can be stored in a relational database system, such as
MySQL or Postgres. Using a database system allows the administrator to track
multiple Snort sensor logs centrally. The Analysis Console for Intrusion
Databases (ACID) is an open source tool to review and manage these logs.
(Danilyw) ACID requires a web server configured with PHP support and
ADODB. A recipe for a complete open source IDS system is available from
SANS (Vanderpoel) or linked from the Snort documentation web site (Harper).
Internally, Snort consists of three subsystems on top of the libpcap packet sniffer:
a packet decoder, detection engine, and the alert and logging module. The Snort
packet decoder looks into the data segment of the packet. The sensor applies
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the rule sets in the detection engine to determine if the packet matches a
signature. If a match is found an alert is sent to the administrator. The alert
system supports the following alerting types:
• SMTP mail message
• Syslog
• SMB messaging using a samba client
• Custom log file
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Perhaps due to its open source roots, Snort enjoys a large community supporting
its ongoing development. Both the source code and its rules are open to
community contribution. Currently, the rule set contains over 2200 rules. The
open source community and a commercial company named Sourcefire support
the underlying Snort software.
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Several factors must be considered when deploying one or more Snort sensors.
These factors include the placement of the sensors in the network, the
performance of the equipment in evaluating the traffic it sees, and the
effectiveness of the rule set implemented. Security administrators must balance
these considerations carefully.
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Where sensors exist on a network is crucial because that will determine the
extent of data it will process. Intuitively, a sensor should be installed at major
ingress and egress points into the network to see the variety of security threats.
In a University environment, these points would include connections to the
commodity Internet, Internet2, and large residential areas, such as campus
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dormitories.
of the
Snort
addresses
placement
of sensors
within the network and weighs the benefits and drawbacks of various
configurations (Snort Core Team). It concludes with “just pick a spot you're likely
to look at the logs for :-).” The use of port spanning on a switched network allows
the sensor to be installed where physically convenient but still see the network
traffic desired.
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Performance of a sensor contributes to its effectiveness. An overloaded sensor
will not be able to examine packets fast enough, drop untested traffic, and miss
possible attacks. The study Characterizing the Performance of Network Intrusion
Detection Sensors found that a Snort IDS sensor using version 1.9 could be
overwhelmed by network traffic on a 100 megabit network. Important factors
governing performance include: the number of rules, the bandwidth involved, and
the hardware capacity. Large research universities have high bandwidth pipes
and a large population (e.g. students), which could overload a Snort IDS,
especially during a wide spread security event.
Another key performance contributor is the type of logging used. Storing event
logs in a centralized database can have a significant impact. Administrators use
a database to provide a single point for the event logs to reduce the burden of
investigating network threats. A study in 2003 found that optimizing the database
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access of a sensor decreases the processing overhead by 25 percent.
(Schaelike November 2003)
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The detection rules activated on a sensor are important in determining how well a
Snort deployment works. If a detection rule is too narrow it may miss a
polymorphic attack. If a rule is too general the security staff may be inundated
with false positives. The worst outcome is if a rule is configured that
inadvertently allows a security threat to pass without notice, known as a false
negative. Many of the rules in the Snort database provide information on
possible false positives and negatives (Sourcefire), but the administrator must
review and tune the rules on each sensor based on experience.

TippingPoint
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The TippingPoint UnityOne IPS appliance is installed similar to network
switchgear. The chassis provides front-accessible ports in a 2U to 4U rack
mountable chassis. The IPS hardware is a mix of network processors, custom
ASICs, and customized Linux kernel. The underlying technologies are
proprietary to TippingPoint. Management of these appliances is done through a
command line interface on the appliance, built in web management using the
Local Security Manager software, or by an Enterprise Security Management
System (SMS). The SMS system is accessed by a windows client and requires
and additional network chassis to be installed, which is the SMS server. The
appliances provide administrative access through a 10/100 Ethernet port, a serial
interface, or a front mounted six-line LCD screen.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
UnityOne appliances support a range of capacities and network interface
technologies. The entry level 200 model supports four 10/100 Ethernet using
copper connections (RJ-45) with an aggregate throughput of 200 megabits per
second. The enterprise level 2400 model has eight 10/100/1000 ports using
either copper or fiber connections with an aggregate throughput of 2.0 gigabits
per second. The UnityOne appliance requires that ports be used in pairs. One
port is inbound connections and one for outbound. If the appliance is to be used
in a passive mode (e.g. connected to a SPAN port on a switch) the remaining
port of the pair is unused.
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The IPS contains dual power supplies to increase its reliability and has an option
named Zero Power HA to allow traffic to flow in case of complete shutdown.
They support clustering in either active-passive or active-active mode. If an
internal failure occurs the appliances are configured to “fail open” and allow
network traffic through without applying security filters (TippingPoint UnityOne
Appliance Datasheet). Clearly, these devices are directed at networks with high
availability and reliability needs.
The UnityOne IPS provides the same capabilities as the aforementioned Snort
IDS. The appliance provides packet capturing and decoding, attack detection,
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plus logging and alerting. It extends the feature set of traditional IDS sensors by
developing a network engine that can limit or block network traffic. The UnityOne
IPS consists of three major systems: the Management Processor (MP), which
provides the software interface to control and configure the device; the Threat
Suppression Engine (TSE), which provides the high speed engine for threat
detection; and the Multi-Zone Defense Module (MZD), which acts as a layer 2
network switch and connects the unit to the network (NSS Group). The TSE acts
similar to the rule detection subsystem in a Snort IDS. The MZD acts as the
network gatekeeper responding as directed by the TSE.
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The IPS appliance can generate the standard alert and log events that a Snort
IDS provides, but it provides other features beyond a typical IDS. The IPS can
also block network data, rate-limit traffic, or generate a packet trace log with all or
part of suspicious packets for later analysis. If an alert is needed, the
administrator can choose from the following alert systems:
• SMTP mail message
• Pager notification
• SNMP event
• Syslog
• Custom scripting
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The same considerations of placement, performance, and effective detection
rules are important in IPS deployment. The UnityOne appliance is designed to
be installed into the network data stream as an inline component and distributed
throughout the network. Network segments beyond just ingress and egress
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IPS can be
installed inline to enable traffic blocking or in a passive mode on the network.
Passive installations allow the administrator to gain confidence in the equipment
before activating it blocking capabilities. Bandwidth concerns are addressed by
sizing the appliance appropriately to the network segment.
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A security administrator can use one or more of the IPS appliances to create
different security zones within the network. These zones can implement different
security requirements to better match the needs of network users. In a university
deployment, security personnel can implement controls appropriate to residential
student use that might different from that of employee activity, and still maintain
the overall openness of the network.
The performance of the UnityOne IPS is still a consideration for installation. The
rated aggregate throughput of the 2400 model is 2.0 gigabits per second across
all network ports and rated maximum latency of 215 microseconds. A recent
review (NSS Group) found that the UnityOne 1200 performed well up to the
maximum test input of 1 gigabit per second with no degradation in packet
filtering. Latency under testing did not increase beyond 116 microseconds during
a “half-load” test with a packet size of 1514 bytes.
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How the IPS appliance deals with large numbers of connections is another
concern. However, testing shows that the UnityOne 1200 can manage
1,000,000 simultaneous connections and still block threats without hindering
legitimate traffic (NSS Group). This capacity is needed on large networks with
thousands of hosts.
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Developing effective rules to manage security threats on the UnityOne IPS is
similar to rule development on a Snort IDS. The security administrator must
review rules to make sure they are general enough to manage attacks, reduce
the false positive rate, and mitigate the chance of false negatives.
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The blocking action provides a new area of concern. A poorly implemented
blocking rule can have a traumatic affect on the network. A blocking rule that is
not general enough does not provide the protection that the security personnel
expect. A rule with false positives may cause the IPS to perform a denial of
service (DoS) attack on a legitimate network service.
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Why adopt a new technology such as a TippingPoint IPS? Administrators must
see a clear benefit to installing new equipment. If an IDS sensor provided
enough features to handle security threats, overloaded security staff would not
use a new device. A fast-moving widespread threat that proved largely
intractable to handle without an IPS would demonstrate its need.
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Compelling reasons for installing such an appliance arrived in the Fall of 2003.
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unprotected networks as infected machines flooded local subnet spreading the
infection and attempted a DoS attack (Knowles). Security administrators
supporting unprotected networks were largely unable to check its initial spread
due to its fast infection rate. Snort signatures were developed quickly that could
detect the Blaster payload, but the damage was done and the next task was to
develop control mechanisms to limit further damage until the virus could be
removed. Those universities that already had a TippingPoint appliance were
able to escape relatively unharmed (TippingPoint Six New Customers). Many
universities began investigating the TippingPoint appliances shortly after.
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On August 18, 2003 the next large scale threat was released, named Sobig.F by
anti-virus companies (Nahorney). TippingPoint appliances again proved their
value during this time. John L. Oberlin, associate vice chancellor for IT at
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, stated “The UnityOne was so effective
at blocking the virus that we immediately purchased several appliances in order
to protect the entire network (TippingPoint Six New Customers).”

Operational Comparison
The UnityOne appliance and Snort system have significant operational
differences in the areas of device management, security, and filter maintenance.
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A typical Snort deployment includes one or more sensors, an ACID console, and
a database to store events. Several software packages must now be managed
to keep the IDS system current. A sensor requires libpcap and Snort to do its
work. The console needs the ACID package that is built out of PHP, web server,
PHPlot, ADODB, JGraph, and GD, and a database system. All of these
packages are provided by different projects. Many open source projects
experience rapid change and keeping the software up to date can be
challenging. The large number of separate components reflects the nature of
open source projects. These projects have a desire to leverage work already
done by others to speed up implementation and to encourage administrators to
mix and match tools that better fit their environment.
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In contrast, the UnityOne IPS appliance provides a single, comprehensive
interface to all of its packages. All of its software is updated by one process and
is only available from TippingPoint. The toolset provided by the appliance is the
only one the administrator can use. A commercial package is expected to deliver
decreased dependencies and provide a more integrated approach to systems
management.
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A Snort administrator manages three different password realms: the operating
system of the sensor, the web server controlling access to ACID, and the
database system storing logs. Each component has different mechanisms to
implement and manage passwords. The TippingPoint appliance utilizes one
password realm. It provides fine-grained access control with roles and the ability
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Implementing new detection rules is critical in running both IDS and IPS systems.
The utility of such a system decreases if attack signatures are not kept current.
The Snort sensor rules are contained in a text file named snort.conf. New
rules are implemented by updating this file and then restarting the snort process
(Snort Core Team). The Snort web site tracks the current set of default rules and
makes them available for download via HTTP or CVS (Snort Core Team).
Administrators can add custom rules using the Snort rules description language.
(Roesch and Green)
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TippingPoint provides a service called the Threat Management Center to develop
signatures for administrators on a subscription basis. The administrator can
configure the devices to automatically update the threat signature database,
known as Digital Vaccine, when a new version is available or download and
install them manually (TippingPoint Digital Vaccine). Local signatures are
developed using the Custom Shield Writer program.
A Snort system allows the administrator wide latitude in terms of deployment
decisions (e.g. which database system to use, which operating system will
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sensors have) but at the cost of increased management requirements. The
UnityOne appliance provides a different approach by limiting flexibility but also
providing a more unified management experience. Much of this difference can
be attributed to the cultures in which these systems are developed and deployed.
The administrator must consider the amount of work required to manage these
systems when installing within his environment.

Conclusion
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An IPS device, similar to the TippingPoint UnityOne appliance, provides
important new features beyond those of a traditional IDS. The added ability to
have the threat detection equipment rate-limit or stop network traffic allows the
security staff to automate more fully its responses to threats. A UnityOne IPS
appliance enables the staff to focus on developing a good security posture and
implementing it one time, in the IPS. The appliance performs the enforcement of
these decisions automatically, consistently, and continuously.
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Care must be taken when using an IPS. A poorly implemented or badly
configured rule could have an extremely negative impact on legitimate use of the
network. However, a security team that uses a well-implemented IPS can
provide greater control over the internal network segments and not just the
ingress and egress points typically protected by firewalls. This technology clearly
reduces the workload of the security staff and the risk profile of the protected
network.
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San Diego, CA

Oct 30, 2017 - Nov 04, 2017

vLive

Nov 04, 2017 - Nov 16, 2017

Live Event

Community SANS Colorado Springs SEC401**

Dubai, United Arab
Emirates
Colorado Springs, CO

SANS Miami 2017

Miami, FL

Nov 06, 2017 - Nov 11, 2017

Community SANS Vancouver SEC401*

Vancouver, BC

Nov 06, 2017 - Nov 11, 2017 Community SANS

SANS Paris November 2017

Paris, France

Nov 13, 2017 - Nov 18, 2017

Live Event

SANS Sydney 2017

Sydney, Australia

Nov 13, 2017 - Nov 25, 2017

Live Event

Community SANS Portland SEC401

Portland, OR

Nov 27, 2017 - Dec 02, 2017 Community SANS

SANS London November 2017

Nov 27, 2017 - Dec 02, 2017

Live Event

SANS San Francisco Winter 2017

London, United
Kingdom
San Francisco, CA

Nov 27, 2017 - Dec 02, 2017

Live Event

Community SANS St. Louis SEC401

St Louis, MO

Nov 27, 2017 - Dec 02, 2017 Community SANS

SANS Khobar 2017

Khobar, Saudi Arabia

Dec 02, 2017 - Dec 07, 2017

Community SANS Ottawa SEC401

Ottawa, ON

Dec 04, 2017 - Dec 09, 2017 Community SANS

SANS Munich December 2017

Munich, Germany

Dec 04, 2017 - Dec 09, 2017

Live Event

SANS Austin Winter 2017

Austin, TX

Dec 04, 2017 - Dec 09, 2017

Live Event

Nov 06, 2017 - Nov 11, 2017 Community SANS
Live Event

Live Event

